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INTRODUCTION 

Up to a few years ago a very small part 

of the great amount of energy represented by the water 

falls in this country was developed.. The prime mover 

used for manufacturing, and for transportation of 

products on all railways was the Steam Engine. In the 

last decade the price of coal has advanced considerably 

making the cost of fuel a large expense item to the 

Nation. With the great advance in Electrical Engineering) 

the improvement of apparatus, and the utilization of 

Electrical energy for the many power purposes, has come 

the opportunity to develop many Hydro -Electric propo- 

sitions which otherwise would remain unimproved. 

The use of High Tension Alternating Current 

transmission line has enabled the waterfall in the 

mountains to drive the wheels' of commerce many miles 

away. In India where coal is scarce and there are great 

ranges of mountains supplying the streams from the 

perpetual snows, are millions of Horse Power now going 

to waste which should be utilized for the upbunding of 

the country, and the advancement of the nation. 

The writer of this thesis intends upon his return, 

home to take up Power En;girre^ ring' as his chosen work. 



THE GENERAL PROJECT':- 

The problem involved is the making 

of an engineering report upon a water power; including- 

a brief description of the country whereiniti located; 

the discussion of the geological format ion; topography;: 
the amount of power which could be developed; and the 

means to such development; discuss ion of the amount 

of power which must be supplied; the type of transmiss- 

ion system used; and the general design of the station 

proper,wïth estimate of all machinery, supplies, 

materials, and labor entering- therein., 

LOCATION- 

The location of the proposed development 

is in Oregon, and situated some 30 miles from a 

manufacturing centre of some IO,000 inhabitants. It is 

on a strea.mwhïch rises in the lower foot hills of the 
mountains, and receiving its water from the melting of 

the winter snows, rains and ground waters but does not 

draw its supplyfrom the higher mountains like many 

other rivers in the state. 

The elevation of the site tf the proposed dam 

is approximately I400 feet above the sea level. The 

general character of the country in that locality is 

rugged; the lower foothills extending above the strew, 

in the immediate locality under consideration some 

T,,aact or 4500 feet rising by a series of benches fray 

the river bed. Most of the country from which the water 



supply is to drawn, that ie the water shed above 

the proposed dam, , is heavily wooded. with pine, and fir 

timber, and much undergrowth abounds therein. 
GEOLOGY: - 

Evidences of great volcanic: activity are an 

every hand. Large masses of rack abound in the, 
higher ridges,. and here and there lava is to be met, 
The main bed of the stream which has worn the valley 

into series of benches previously mentioned, has dime 
e o ta a large extent by working at the glacial drift 

of gravel and sang:], and to some extent by cutting out 

the trap rocks forming original bed of the stream. A 
series of test holes placed, at different intervals were 
sunk along the baseline of the proposed dam extending 

downward downward far some IO to. 15 feet through sand. and clay;; 

boulders, sand, and clay ;. and then a goal hard pan of 
solid rock underneath. Tar comparatively reasonable 

Burn a formation for a dam can be obtained. 

The place chosen for structure is volcanic, 
and rocky, and a bank of 40 feet in height rises verti- 

cally from water;a broad bottom of some 800 feet wide, 

extends eastward at a very slight inclination; from 

there ground rises quite rapidly to an elevation some 
600 feet above the starting point.. To westward. the earth 
r sesin about the same manner leaving the 46root 

level to about that of 1,,000 feet . A comparatively IoW 

a 



_ dam extending the wide flat as shown in profile would 

cause a large area to be flooded; the water level above 

the dam extending up both branches of the river (as 
seen in the map) .. 

Should it be desired. a reservoir of great depth 

and capacity might be obtained by raising the crest of 
the dam accordingly. 

There is located nearby, a wagon road which would 

greatly facilitate hauling during construction. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS:,- - 

The company contemplating the develop- 

ment of thep.*opoe.ition desires I,,600 horse power- power to 

be furnished: to motors at their factory Z5 miles away 

from the generating station , and also sufficient 
mergy to electrify - an interurban line of approximately 

60 miles length. This railway is to be of standard 

construction, having a well ballasted track, and laid 
with 70 pound. rail.. 

ELECTRIFiCATION:). 

There- will be three substations supplied 

by current at 33,;00'0' volts pressure ,, ands ere it 
is reduced to 6',600 volts. for tthaeiffigTr phaeepatenary 

trolly wire, Tikat the four standard double truck ears 

shall_ be running at the-raze tiMeis thepesumed 

maximum load for t-hepas aenger traf Each of these 
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care .is. to be supplied. with 4 -75 horse power motors 

each, as is also a light freight and express car for 

handling the traffic incident to theoperation of such 

a road. 
In all these will be required some 6000 kilowatt- 

hours per day, which is an eq ivalent of about 300 
horse power acting continuously. in the computation 

of kilowatt hours the following assumptions are made 

The efficiency of 50; 

fr n " generators- -------9r* 

". " "' transformers----- 
"' " Tines--- - - - ----$35 

Total "' --- - - - 56;.'., 

The power generated for the mill must be increased 

by adding the sum total of the Tosses, to 2E50, 

horse power; in other wards 1600 divided by .b6 

Ir to this ideal horse power required fbx manu 

facturi ng purposes is added the ideal horse power 

requirement of thara:iTrtrad, the value of 5,I50 

horse power is obtained. This last value is that of 

the product of a constant times the height of the 

fall of the water between its level in thetiam, and . 

that in thotaiI -race times cubic feet per second.. 

To develop so much power necessitates a dam 

of such a type that its construction will be a fairly 
large engineering undertaking. It must be monolithic 
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character, built of large blocks of trap rock, bow:Idea 

and concrete, From the data given in the discussion 

of topography and geology, it will be seen that the 

material can be had in large quantity at a c ompara.- 

tivrely small cost with the exception of cement, which 

must be hauled .. Its§ cost delivered will be about Moo 

a barrel. The foundation will be necessarily Into I5 
feet below the surface of the ground, thus entailing 

a considerable cost of excavation. 
The dam owing to the irregularity of the 

stream flow, when in a dry season the quantity of 

water passing a given point much less than that 

required for the power purposes stated above and in 

the wet season the flow being many times its average 

value a reservoir of large pondage is absolutely 

necessary.. Acareful investigation of the surrounding 

country causes the following estimates of the acreage 
flooded at different height of dam to be made :,- 

IT0 feet dam- -- - 

n. n I35 
n' n I50 

1617 " 

I75 n n 

200 n It 

- I, 0O'o' acres 

--2,,UCFO 

4,000 

" 

n 

" 

4,400 

5,000 

4000 

t 

..._----------- ,i 

"' 

- 

- 

- --- 

---' 
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THE DAM : - 
Taking the height of structure at 135 feet 

above the surface of the water in the tail race and 

allowing- 55 feet drop of water -level during the 

summer months to a total effective head of 80 feet 

the average head will approximate II0 feet. The 

average flooded area for the two levels is I,400 

acres, andthe volume of water represented thereby is 

equal to 30..5 tïmes 10 to the eighth power cubic feet. 

The dry season or the 90 summer days when the stream 

is less than required to meet the Power demands is 

equal to 77.7 times. IC to the fifth power seconds. 

If 394 cubic feet per second were taken from above 

the dam for 90 days without a drop of water flowing 
8 

into the reservoir ac..5x IQcubic: feet would be 

utilized. 

The averagestream flow during those three 

months is equal to I44 cubic feet per second.. There 

fore thevolume of which may be used per second 

during thedry season is equal to 394 cubic feet from 

the impounded supply , and I44 cubic feet the average 

strum flow giving a total of 538 cubic feet per 

second continuously available during the period of 

low water. This 538 cubic feet of water multiplied 

by 62e 5pou rd.s the weight of one cubic foot of water 
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and by the height of fall II0 feet divided by, 550 

the foot- pound per second equal ing -one horse Power 

neglecting all frictional and other fosses . 

Assuming that 56¡ of the theoraticaì or Ideal 

horse tower would. be delivered to the consumer, we 

have 3,480 Horse Power which is sufficient to meet al 
demand for energy for several years to aurae.. 

THE POWER HOUSE :- 
The ground near the dam being rocky 

and rising vertically gives a very good site for the 

far rower house and tail race. But if it is desired 
too put the plant 4, miles down from the proposed 

station and use a pipe line for transmission and 

utilize the fall of about I44 feet , the power 

developed will beTO3c0' Horse power. 

But to put in a pipe will necessitate a consi- 
derably greater outlay of capital than would otherwise 

be required; and the depreciation attat:ched thereto 
will be large. Therefore it seems proper to placethe 

Power house add acent to the dam. 

It would' be of a good reinforced concrete 

character, having its walls about 25 feet above the 
level of the ground , and thus making them 33 feet 
over all; the other dimensions being 72 feet by 60 

r, 
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feat, with an average width of 6' inches.. The roof 

should. be made of and. thus- making it fire- 
proof. Enough windows are to allowed for good light 

and ventilation . A separate room of IS feet square 

is exclusively far the use of transfarmsrrs. , and 

the switch beard. gallery is to be made next to 

that 

Three generating units of '800 800 kilowatt each am 

to be directly connected to the turbines =0 horse- 
power' each; the exciting generators areto be belt 

driven. The machines are to generate current at 

6, 6'00VaTt:s which is to be stepped up to 33,000 volts 

by means of transformers. The power derlived ta 

factory shall be three phase 2'3 cycles at 33,000 

volts, and is to be stepped down for motor service 

to the pressure required.. 

In the transmission system number two wire 

is to, beused and is to be mounted on poles 40 feet 

high. As a precaution from lightning three sets of 

lightning arresters are to b.ausedin thaline; and a 

guard wire is run above thetransn:ïssïcrn line; 

insulators &rota beef standard make for- 33',,000' volté 

For interurban road substations are to be TQaatt 

one at II miles from the generating station and the 

second. about 26 miles and the last about 40 miles 

steel*, a 
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from the generating station. Each railway substation 

is to receive its current from one phase onIyI the 
connections. being such that substation number cine~ 

receives its energy from phase- number one substatioi 

number two from phase two; and substation number three 

from its corresponding phase. 

; 



ESTIMATE- OT COST- 

DUILDITO:.- 

Excavation 61:000 cubic yards SOO 

Walls 7666(364 cu..ft.02. cub.yds.-4 2,170 

Windows and doors 400 

Floor S 400 

Steel root r 20TY, - 
Total ----------- 57,;070 

(Ali °estimates include. labour) 

Dam ::- 

Dam and spillway- complete 04(4000- 

3 Penstocks. 

Head gate S 2, 500 

S, X, so() 

:46,.000 

0I5701----- $ 

w 

Tail race 

- -------- i;ns 

Total 

e 

---- - --- -- 

- - - - -- -- 

- -- - -- 

------ - - 

- 

- - - - -- 

- 



FLIrC TRl r l'0AT IO I, : =- 

5-Alternators with exciters------.-: 35,000 

5-1200 ií..P..Turbines w IZ, 00tT 

4-Transformers 4,000 

ZO Tt. . switchboard panel 0 ' I40 

5 Combinations of switches& Ct,ar..-G Lax) 
3 Series transformers ------- t 7a 

3 Potential transformers ----- S0. 

Voltmeters and ammeters _- 4 450 

I-Sy nchronoac°vp-e: --v 75 

I-POwer factor meter v 75 

Wiring' etc.. - - - - - - __-4 2'00 

Total - -- - - -- 

---- ------- 

$ 

; --- 

-- 

--------- - - 

`;",.5,,805 

- - 



TRANSMISSION 

Wire Of 6200' pound ___t4Z4Z00: 

2470. Poles crass arms 

74I0 Insulators & pins 0900 0_4369 

Labor & incidental 4500 

Guy wire parlchur.a &c.. --¡ rom 

4- SUBST1TIONS- 
Building 

Tzaraef armers 

Other equipment 

Total --------- OCE435-S 

8,000 

44,000 

tt 2,.000 

Total $14k000" 

Grand Total W0,434 

LINE:,-. 

&ct. .------$I702Sß: 

- --------------- 
e 

- 

- - --- 
-- - 



OPERATING' EXPENSES 

Salary of Superintendent w 2,400. --- 

Salary of Chief Engineer -- - - -- ------ I,800 

Salary of Assistant Engineer 
(!, I,200 

Switch - board men C 2,008 

2' Turbine tenders C 3 $ 2,190 

2 Generator teruttra 0 $3 k 2,190 -------- 

2 Oilers and cleaners wag 
7 Substation men 0 SZ.50 6,388 

7 Line, men 0p..50 - t 6,388 

General help and other expenses v I1,000 

Taxes 0 .03 2,897 

Depreciation 
9,658 

TOTAL EXPENSES---- :39,76'I 

The development of this project as outlined 
will 

coat OI90', 434; this does not include cost of real 

estate ,or expenses incident to its promotion finan- 

cïally. Assuming the- grass receipt to be t57,900. 

obtained by selling 4790000 kilowatt hours annually 

at I¢ per kilowatt hour, and. the operating expenses, 

taxes, depreciation, at $39,716, the net receipts are 

t I8', r39 ,, This company might can.ttete ntxy, from the 

foregoing determinations, have a capitalization of' 

u50,000 on which a 8 /' dividend would be paid.. 
N 
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